
Bonding Homework Answers           HW #1 
alloy:  a mixture of two or more metals, or a metal with a non-metal.  It’s made by melting the metals and  

mixing them, then cooling them.  The mixture would be made if it had better properties, such as it’s harder than 

the metal alone.  Example would be steel, made from melted iron mixed with carbon, steel is much harder than 

iron, due to the rearranged “packing” of the atoms together. 

 

valence orbital: outer most orbital of an atom, contains the valence electrons, which are the only electrons in-

volved in bonding.  Inner electrons do not participate in bonding. 

 

sea of drifting valence electrons describes the concept of metallic bonding, where we think of metals as  

packed cations with many loose valence electrons floating around, accommodating for the positive charges.  

This concept allows for the most important metallic properties, malleable and ductile deformation of shape,  

as well as conduction of electricity. 

 

coordination number is the number of ions of one charge surrounding the ion of the other charge in an ionic  

solid.  This number allows chemists to describe the “packing” of cations around anions in these solids,  

explaining the crystalline shapes. 

 

ALLOYS: 

Bronze is made from: copper and tin                      Brass is made from: copper and zinc 

sterling silver is made from: silver and copper        Cast iron is made from: iron and copper 

 

calcium cation is isoelectric to argon                   sodium cation is isoelectric to neon 

sulfide anion is isoelectric to argon                     oxide anion is isoelectric to neon 

aluminum cation is isoelectric to neon                bromide anion is isoelectric to krypton 

 

 

All ionic compounds, all Lewis dot diagrams made with brackets and charges. 

Aluminum bromide  AlBr3 

potassium sulfide    K2S 

zinc iodide    ZnI2 

copper (I) chloride  CuCl 

titanium (IV) oxide  TiO2 



HW #2 

 

1. An ionic bond forms between a cation and an anion.  Electrons are transferred, not shared.   

2. A covalent bond forms only between non-metals, and shows sharing of valence electrons.  Can be single, 

double, or triple, depending upon the number of pairs of shared electrons. 

3. Electro-negativity is the relative scale developed by Linus Pauling to indicate the tendency for any atom to 

gain an electron in a bonding situation.  Fluorine has the highest EN value of 4.0 

4. Coordination number is the number of ions of one charge surrounding the ion of the other charge in an ionic 

solid.  This number allows chemists to describe the “packing” of cations around anions in these solids, ex-

plaining the crystalline shapes. 

5. alloy, example could be stainless steel made up of iron, chromium, carbon and nickel 

6. single covalent bonds share one pair of electrons between two atoms 

7. double covalent bonds share two pair of electrons between two atoms 

8. triple covalent bonds share three pair of electrons between two atoms 

 

Draw twelve Lewis dot diagrams, on the back, shown here. 

O2 



Bonding Homework 4    name: ______________________________________ 

compound name 
chemical 
formula  

describe the bond in full detail  

sodium fluoride   NaF ionic 

calcium chloride   CaCl2 ionic  

 Nitrogen dioxide  NO2 Resonating (weirdo bond)  

silicon dioxide    SiO2  2 double polar covalent 

 Carbon monoxide CO  
 Double polar covalent plus  

coordinate covalent 

Sodium Hydroxide   NaOH  Ionic, and single polar covalent   

aluminum fluoride    AlF3 ionic  

 Lithium bromide LiBr   ionic 

 Iron (II) sulfide   FeS  ionic 

carbon tetra-iodide   CI4   Single polar covalent 

Ammonia or  
nitrogen trihydride 

NH3   Single polar covalent 

methane    CH4 Single polar covalent  

ethyne  C2H2 
Double nonpolar covalent (C=C) 
and single polar covalent (C-H) 

Carbon dioxide CO2 (2) double polar covalent 



HW #5 

 com-
pound 

dot diagram 
polar or nonpolar 

bonds? 
radial symmetry 

or not? 
Polar or non  

polar molecule? 

C2H6  
C:C is non polar 
C:H is polar 

radial  
symmetry 

non polar 
molecule 

NI3  N:I is polar not polar molecule 

PH2F  
P:H is polar 
P:F is polar 

not polar molecule 

CH3Br  
C:H is polar 
C:Br is polar 

not polar molecule 

H2O  O:H is polar not polar molecule 

CBr4  
C:Br is polar 
 

not polar molecule 

CO2  C:O is polar 
radial  

symmetry 
non-polar  
molecule 

 

H 
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